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FOREWORD
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Work Unit 30480685, "Rotor-Bearing Dynamics Design."

The work reported herein was performed during the period January 1980 to

May 1980, under the direction ol John B. Schrand (AFWAL/POSL) and Dr.

James F'. Dill. (AFWAL/POSL), Project Engineers. The report was released by

the authors in June 1980.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Interest in the use of air bearings to support the rotor of an aircraft type

gas turbine power plant is based on the expectations that

* use of air bearings improves the prospect of raising the turbine

inlet temperature to achieve savings in fuel economy;

* air bearings are inherently more suitable for high speed operation

and therefore can enhance the power density of the power plant;

* potential system reliability may be improved because of overall

mechanical simplicity of the air bearing system;

* vulnerability of the power plant is reduced by the elimination of

oil lines and lube system hardware; and

[ cost realism appears to be achievable with potential of cost improve-

ment in several air bearing concepts.

While the technology status of gas lubrication has significantly matured in

the recent two decades, many profitable applications of air or gas bearings

have become well established. However, the momentum in the technological

growth of gas lubrication has shown signs of waning in recent years. There

are three reasons for this trend.

(1) Essential technological foundations are well in place. Meaningful

engineering applications can run their course without need for

special attention.

(2) The element of indispensibility of using gas bearings is sig-

nificantly reduced with the reorientation and downscoping of

America's space program in recent years.

(3) Successful applications of gas bearings are most of the time



associated with very benign environments. This image tends to

inhibit serious consideration in more demanding circumstances.

In the specific area of air bearings for high temperature machinery, however,

the interest has continued. While many problems remain in the practical use

of air bearings in a high temperature environment, there have been important

advances which raise hope for its ultimate realization. The emergence of

air lubricated compliant bearings deserves special note in that it leaves

open the possibility for the thin load carrying air film to be maintained

despite inherent thermal transients and gradients in high temperature

machinery. The state of development is moving rapidly. Similar but competitive

approaches are being actively pursued. Opportunities for major innovations

are still open. It is not realistic to attempt a definitive coverage of the

subject at this time. Therefore, as a part of the Rotor-Bearing Dynamics

Technology Design Guide update, this document is prepared with the spirit of

sober assessment. A historical review of events in the evolution of gas

lubrication is included as general background, with emohasis of identifying

successful gas bearing applications. Selected topics of fundamentals which

address vical aspects of aero propulsion applications are reviewed in some

details. Some technological approaches which may not be in current favor are

discussed, if they are concerned with issues which are still relevant, hoping

their knowledge may inspire more fruitful efforts in the future. Major recent

and cuirrent developments are recounted to the best of the writer's ability.

A deliberate attempt, however, is made to suppress enthusiasm or criticism

in favor of objectivity.

'(I
I,
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SECTION II

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

First knowledge of gas lubrication as a physical phenomenon was attributed

to the French scientist-engineer Gustav Adolph Hirn [1]. He measured the

friction between a bronze half bearing and a polished cylindrical drum

using as lubricants fats, and twelve natural oils, in addition to water and

air. Because his findings were contrary to Coulomb's law of friction, formal

publication of his results was delayed for seven years. Half a century later,

K in the United States, Albert Kingsbury demonstrated the operation of an air-

lubricated, self-acting journal bearing prior to his subsequent exposure to

Reynolds' theory of lubrication. Kingsbury's model bearing carried a unit

load of over I psi. He also recorded the pressure profile around the bearing.

Some 20 years later, W. J. Harrison, while a lecturer at the University

of Liverpool, successfully performed a numerical computation of the isothermal,

gas lubrication equation as applied to an eccentric iournal bearing. Harrison

compared compre:'sible and incompressible solutions of the pressure profile

with the experinmental data published by Kingsbury, and confirmed the effect of

compressibility. Harrison's feat was convincing testimony of the power of

perseveiance combined with ingenuity. To complete o siiigle set of calculations,

he had to record 12,000 digits of number by hand.

These momentous events took place within a century following the period of

industriail ;'evolution in Western history. They are truly pioneering land-

marks in the scientific development of the theory of lubrication. They con-

tained the elements of multi-disciplinary and international contributions

which have been characteristic of the modern developments of tribology.

The word tribology was promulgated by the British government in 1966.

It is derived from the Greek tribos (rubbing) and is defined as "the
science and practice of interacting surfaces in relative motion and of
the practices related thereto." 4

_• 3



Gas lubrication had also attracted an incidental attention from the great

Arnold Sommerfeld, who is recognized as the father Gf modern theoretical

physics, being the mentor of such notables as Berthe, Debye, Echart, Heisenberg,

Herzfeld, Lande, London, von Laue, Pauli, and Pauling. Somnmerfeld's associ-

ation with gas lubrication was rather passive. During the brief sojourn at

the Technological Academy of Aachen, where his famous solution of the Reynolds

equation for the journal bearing was completed, he took notice that gas

lubrication interferes with the study of dry friction between solids. The

same view was independently expressed by Charron [2].

Early interests in the industrial use of gas lubricated bearings were associ-

ated with textile spindles [3,4,5] and grinding spindles [6]. It is quite

evident that the inherent advantage of gas bearings for high speed appli-

cations was already recognized.

I
While scientific interests in friction and lubrication began with primarily

the physical and the mechanistic points of view, early advances in the art

of bearing engineering were mainly associated with wheel axles of carriages

and railroad activities. Increased human exploitations in the use of mineral

oils soon dictated the course of development in all phases of tribology.

The term lubricant, most of the time, suggests a mineral oil. The significance
of chemistry in the field of lubrication and wear was soon established through

the pioneering efforts of William Bate Hardy (a biologist!). The classical

dissertations of Hardy and Doubleday [7,8,9] clarified once and for all the

role of the surface layers. A mineral oil lubricant allows oriented long

molecules to be attached to each bearing surface. The solid surfaces are

separated by the layers of oriented molecules so that sliding friction is

low, and the attendant danger of surface damage is minimal. This factor is

so important in the endurance of machine elements in real applications that
because of its abEence in gas bearings, very little serious attempt was put I
forth to promote large scale use of gas bearings for many years. Thus, the

invention of various types of engines, the wide spread use of automobiles,

K'J
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and the human's success in becoming airborne were all associated with oil

lubricated processes. Many advances in rolling element and fluid film

bearings have been possible because adequate boundary lubrication can be

taken for granted. Improvements in the technique of boundary lubrication

have paced the progress of industrial tribology. In fact, it took none

other than the inadequacies of oil lubrication in special environments to

revitalize interests in gas bearings.

Shortly after the conclusion of World War II, growth of nuclear technology

rekindled industrial interest in gas lubrication. Nuclear engineers soon

realized that conventional machinery with oil lubricated bearings are not

suitable for various nuclear processes. A radioactive environment c.;'.1ses

rapid deterioration of the lubricating oil. In addition, a minute trace

of oil vapor can seriously impede the desized reaction process. Early gcs

bearing machines for the nuclear industry were equipped with externally

pressurized gas bearings. There wer2 two reasons for this practice.

Wearing of the bearing surfaces is unavoidable during otarts and stops.

By employing external pressurization, sliding contact of bearing surfaces

is avoided altogether. Thus bearing designers bypassed the materials

problems in the early years. A second reason for preferring exteinally

pressurized bearings is related to the possibility of a high speed journal

bearing to become dynamically unstable. Although this problem also exists

for oil or other liquid lubricated journal bearings, it is more serious for

gas bearings because gas bearing rotating machines tend to run at higher

sDeeds.

The penalty of power consumption required by externally pressurized gas

bearings spurred an intensive development of the self-acting gas bearing

technology in the ensuing years. By that time the race to the moon between

the two leading world powers had begun. Gas bearings appeared very attractive

to space program planners. Because auxiliary equipment for lube treatment

would not be needed, weight reduction for the overall system could be

considerable. Furthermore, gas lubrication was a natural conceot associated

5



with high power-density dynamic machines then envisioned for space applica-

tions. The environment )f weightlessness underscored the importance of

avoiding dynamic instability of high speed journal bearings. Up to that

time, the provision of a static load, which is naturally present in the

earth environment, was the main engineering approach to achieve journal

bearing stability.

The impetus of the space race added to the already considerable expectations

of gas lubrication from defense and atomic energy programs. Important

acvances were made in bearing materials as well as on theoretical issues.

Numerical computation evolved as a powerful engineering tool for gas bearing

design activities. A variety of hard coatings, bonded to a more or less

conventional structural substrate proved to be very promising candidates as

gas bearing materials [10]. Typically, like materials are used on both

surfaces of the bearing. Theoretical means to assess the stability issue,

with or without the direct use cf a computer program, have in essence been

firmly established [11,12,131. A number of journal bearing configurations,

possessing inherent features to assure high speed stability, have become

known. They include tilting pads [14], lobed bushings [15], shrouded step

pads [16], helical grooving [17], and foil type journal bearings [18,19,]0].

In turbomachinery applications, the thrust bearing design can be very problem-

atic. Impellers tend to have thrust loads which vary with operating con-

ditions. Such thrust load levels attain very large magnitudes in high power-

density turbomachines. In order to meet the required load capacity, the

thrust bearing may have to be extremely large [21]. Accordingly, the bear-

ing friction power can becume a limiting factor in the realizable efficiency

of the machine. The large bearing friction power also impedes the achievable

load capacity directly by causing thermal distortions of the bearing sur-

face [223. Thus, there is a high premium associated with thrust bear-

ing configurations of the most favorable load/friction ratio. An addi-

tional complication is the possibility for a thrust bearing to become

unstable [23,24,2ý] . This phenomenon is more prominent at a reduced ambient

environment.

6-o



The frenzy of the space race aided the technology growth of gas luLrication

in many other ways. Use of air lubricated devices began 'o appear in pre-

cision machine shops. Use of high speed spindles for the grinding head was

given the credit for achieving both dimensional accuracy and super fine

surface finishes. Air gaging became a common inspection practice. Linearly-

traversing and rotary tables added to the list of sophisticated metrology

equipment made possible by air bearings 126]. The advances in precision

fabrication in turn facilitated the realization of some gas bearing applica-

tions. The most pro,'inent example included gas lubricated inertial sensors

of both rotating and non-rotating varieties. A high quality gyroscope may

have a gas lubricated spin bearing with a nominal radial clearance in the

neighborhood of I micron. This type of gyroscope is still the standard

for accuracy in navigation systems. It has filled a common need shared by

marine, aircraft, and space flight navigation systems [27].

The first major large scale use of air bearings is the air turbine dental

drill [281. Rotating aL obout 500,000 rpm, such a tool requires very low

contact force to remove hard materials. Consequently tooth repair can be

performed with minimal sensation felt by the patient. Stability of the drill

spindle is achieved by rubber, mounting the bearing bushing. Undoubtedly, the

introduction of such a tool into the practice of dentistry added to the

re(qluirement of nimble hand skill in the profession.

Another Imnortant application of air bearings is the foil mill tension gage

[291 . Ex'ernally pressurized air bearings support a series of tandemly

arranged rollers which are in contact with the fast moving foil wrapped

around a small arc angle of the rollers. Tension in the foil is thus directly

proportional to the radial load experienced by the individual rollers.

Differential pressure sensing of pressure in the bearing film at the midplane

along the bisectr of the wrap angle thus provides the signal to actuate

necessary control functions to maintain uniformity of tension.

7 .
.......
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Gas lubrication has also played a non-trivial role in the phenomenal growth

of computer techn,,lc-y in recent years. Mass magnetic memory devices such

as the tape drive [301 and the disc or drum [31,32,33] depend on air lubri-

cation for reliable operation. In both cases, the memory surface slides

past the read-write flying head with an air gap no more than one half of a

micron. The common experience of trouble free operation of such devices is

a most impressive testimony of the dependability of air lubrication. Applica-

tion of air lubrication to the spindle of high speed magnetic storage drums

appears to be the logical next step [34].

Technology advances related to the tape drive have spurred the prospect of

utilizing foil bearings for the support of high speed rotors [35]. Flexi-

bility of the foil. enhances relative conformity and thus maintains a relatively

uniform film pressure for load support. The foil bearing also appears to be

more capable of surviving accidental high speed contacts [36,37,38]. Air

cycle machines supported on air lubricated foil bearings have been in commercial

use since 1972 [39]. Favorable field experience for this application has

stimulated efforts to demonstrate the feasibility of other large scale

applications of air lubricated foil bearings [40,41,421,

It is presumptuous to suggest any parity between the recent developments in

gas lubrication with the historic events described in Professor l)owson's

anthology. It is nevertheless posslble to recount the more significant

happenings with some retrospective wisdom. An honest attempt to look back

at these event,, with objectivity and aloofness is believed to be beneficial

to all workers in this field. The cautious and prudent iray be reassured

that good judgment combined with patience and perseverance had surmounted

very diff~icult probJi.ms. 'rhe innovative and ambitious should be alerted to '1
meaningful guiding principles so that their energy and enthusiasm may be

[I directed along paths which ore compatible with laws of nature.

8 UA
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SECTION III

REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTDLS

The operation of gas bearings for turbomachines is governed by the isothermal

theory of gas lubrication [43,44,451. For the present purpose, the self-

acting type bearings are of interest. Modern design methods of gac bearings

generally involve some form of numerical computation of the governing equa-

tions [46,471. Separate attention must be given to the specific bearing

configuration. In the present chapter, model problems which reveal generally

valid trends are discussed.

3.1 Plain Journal Bearing (See Figure 1)

The solution of the film pressure of the plain, gas-lubricated, journal

bearing under a small steady eccentricity is

jOcosh 1 1 ( z/R) 2
P = Pa I + cRL)~A [IL

cosh +^ (VL4D) \J ()

This result contains two parameters; namely the geometric parameter L/D and

the compressibility number A= 6Vu'(R/C)2/pa. The latter is peculiar to

gas bearings. The small A approximation corresponds to the case of an incom-

pressible fluid film:

(P - Pa) cosh (z/R)
lia -pa A[1 - cosh (L/D) ] sin e (2)
A-•O

Three important characteristics may be observed.

1. Pressure rise above ambient is linearly proportional to A,

or the product pw.

2. Peak of pressure is 90 degrees upstream of the minimum gap

location.

3. Axial pressure is quite flat for a large (L/D) except near

9
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the bearing ends, and is nearly parabolic for a small L/D.

in the other extreme, if A is very large,

P - Pa cosh JA (z/R) eO
lim = Re [I-- I ej (3)
A--• •Pa cosh JA (L/D)

The contrasting features are

1. Pressure rise above ambient is proportional to the ambient pressure

but independent of The product 1ju.

2. Peak pressure at the midplane is in line with the minimum gap

location.

3. The apparent L/D Is 'A (L/D). In addition, there is an undulating

behavior in its axial distribution.

To illustrate these ideas, the peak pressure, scaled by the factor A/ VV+A

and its angular location (local attitude) are plotted against the-axial

location for various combinations of (L/D) and A in Figure 2.

In terms of physical parameters, A depends principally on the ambient pressure

ievel, gas viscosity, shaft speed, and the radial clearance ratio C/R. Repre-

sentative values of A are shown below:

Viscosity (Reyns) 2.7 x 1 5.4 x 1.09

RPM Ambient(psia) 5.0 14.7 50.0 5.0 1.4.7 50.0

10,000( C/R = 10-3 3.3929 1.1.541 0.3393 6.7858 2.3082 0.6786
5 x 10-4 13.5717 4.6162 1.3572 27.1434 9.2324 2.7144
2 x 1044 84.8230 28.8514 8.4823 169.6460 57.7028 16.9646
I x 10 339.2920 1.15.4054 33.9292 678.5840 230.8108 67.8584

50,)000 0 4 16.9646 5.7703 1.6965 33.9292 11.5405 3.3930
5 x 10_4 67.8584 23.0811 6.7858 135.7168 46.1622 13.5716
2 x 10 424.1150 144.2568 42.4115 848.2300 288.5136 84.8223
I x 10 1696.4600 577.0272 169.6460 3392.9201 1154.0544 339.2920
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The strongest effect is associated with (C/R). The value 2 x 10 is a

reasonable estimate for the overload condition. An even smaller value may

apply for the liftoff condition. It is quite evident that a moderate to

a very large value L- A is of interest.

The bearing reaction is directly proportional to the radial displacement in

the small eccentricity approximation. It is in general inclined to the dis-

placement vector and is thus defined by its radial and tangential components

as shown in Figure 3. It may be observed that relative insensitivity of the

bearing reaction to A occurs beyond A = 3.6 for L/D 1, where the tangential

component peaks.

3.2 One Dimensional Sliders

The flat slider is an important configuration to understand. Its film pres-

sure is amenable to analytical examination a-.d can thus render considerable
-insight regarding the basic character of gas bearings. The film pressure 73
distributions in a tilting pad and in the leaf type foil bearings are similar

to that in the flat slider. The high compressibility number condition of

a slider is essentially that of the flying head of a disc memory device, al-

though the recent design trend tends to favor a short strip configuration

so that the end leakages may not be negligible. The optimized slider is a

model for the liftoff problem. At the liftoff incipience, the effective

film thickness is roughly twice the surface roughness; and thus, depending_

on the surface finish, would be in the order of 1pm or less for gas bearings.

The liftoff speed is a function of the prevailing load. If liftoff is to

take place at a certain speed, the corresponding compressibility number is

accordingly fixed. The maximum load must be limited by the load capacity

of the optimized slider. In principle, in order to realize such a liftoff

capability, the bearing gap should somehow be shaped according to that of

the optimized slider.

14
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The theoretical result for the infinitely long, gas-lubricated, flat slider

(Figure 4) was included in Harrison's classical treatise [45,48]. The

I solution of the film pressure can be expressed in terms of the variable

ph(4

a he

which is to satisfy the relationship

(1-B -2) MVý 1-) \J-2) h

where,

paheAh

( I2v - ± 2 - h (6)

Equation (5) is of a form that the exit condition is always sat:sfied. 'lIice

inlet condition:

= (he+Ah); h =h +Ah (7)

18



I-represents a constraint which fixes the value of h h is the value of q,
at the pressure peak.

The condition of a large A is of special interest in turbomachine application

because it governs the overload capability and the lift off speed. Since

F 2h -. 1 +

i _• = xo ! .

lim -1+ + o + -
X4_ 2h1 2A->• 81-2 A 2

13 2 :h + o

Equation (5) becomes

ill) 2-0 2

_ - J- - (8 )

In order to satisfy the inlet boundary rnondition as given by Equation (7),

1. i F 2 -(he 0h)/h e 2 heCg+Ah

A L . 2 - J he

:,I

•a
19
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which yields

Ali Ah Ah -Xhe/(h +Ah)

+ (1 + -+ ( 1(9)
"e e e

* Ah I h 2
h ( + (1 + -)-- (10)

e e

The gap where pressure peaks is found by substituting h for t and making use

of Equations (9) and (10) in Equation (8):

=(i +Ah/he 2 - - (l+Ah/he A

(h) pressure peak X XAh/he (i)h

Accordingly the peak pressure is

Ah +2 11 (2+Ah/h)

(Pa pek+'v ih + o (12)ae e

The peak pressure rise above ambient is seen to be bounded by (Ah/h) P due

to compressibility. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the peak pressure on

Ah/h and X.

The dependence of the entire pressure on X for a fixed geometry is illustrated

in Figure 6. The asymptotic pressure profile is seen to be the upper bound

envelope, which is

L~ h 4-Ah 1
P Pa + (Z-x)Ah/J (13)

The asymptotic load (per unit length)

20
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W (p-pa bdx
0

p tb?(h e +Ah [(I+Al) /h (14)

is the upper bound load capacity of the gas-lubricated, flat slider, and

is determined by Ah/he in the dimensionless form as shown in Figure 7.

The optimum compressible slider problem was considered by Madiv [49] and re-

examined by McAllister, et al [50]. The global optimum slider, that is the

slider which carries the largest possible load with the given minimum gap

and compressibility number, was found to have the gap profile of a tapered

step as illustrated in Figure 8. The compressibility number of the optimum

gas slider is defined in terms of the exit gap:

A 61]Vt (15)
2

ahe

ThV gap profile is characterized by three parameters; namely the inlet gap excess

Ah/h , the location of the step ý, and the step Ah /h . The peak pressure
e f3 e

• is located at the step. The celebrated Rayleigh solution of 1-918 [51] is the

special case for A40. The gap is

H 3 C _--4A (x) for O0,x<0•27C2

H = 1 for U.<x•<, (16)

The pressure distribution in the inlet taper is

/ = [_A x](17)

for 0<,x<BZ. That in the exit land satisfies the transcendental equation

23
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1) Z (-i A('- 1) (18)

for Be<x.<e. The film pressure is matched at x = BL from either side so that

there is a constraint requiring the same p be obtained from both Equations

(16) and (17); i.e.,

1 /) (19)L a 27C2

I + C= A(B-1) (20)
Pa (C1

must be simultaneously satisfied. The dimensionless load is

-= W
paeb

- 27C2 L'n(, ) Ca -- (+ ± + C - (21)

The stationary condition of Equation (21) with respect to C, treating (p /p a)

to be also dependent on C through Equations (19) and (20), yields the optimum

design. The geometrical design parameters are shown graphically as a function

of A in Figure 8(a). Since at each A, there corresponds a fixed value of the

inlet/exit gap ratio, one can relate the performance parameters., i.e., load

and peak pressure to the gap ratio as shown in Figure 8(b). Also shown in the

same figure are asymptotic values of these parameters of a flat slider. One may

observe that for Ah/h >2.25 (A>30), the optimized slider has a much larger

load capacity than the asymptotic flat slider (A->). Curiously, though, the

peak pressure of the optimized slider is significantly lower than that of the

asymptotic flat slider (at the same Ah/he). Clearly, a broader pressure

profile is responsible for the superior load capacity of the optimized slider.

For an asymptotically large A, Equations (19) and (20) reveal, the following

limiting conditions:

25
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I im ( /
C-1 = exp -[(1-4). + 1 - (22)

The corresponding maximal condition of Equation (21) becomes

k."81 C (0 = A- C -4- (C nC+l)] for A-> (23)

The step location is given by

lia 27(C-1)C (24)
A-- - 4A

and the corresponding step depth is

Aim Ah6/h 1 (25)
A- e2

The pressure profile in the exit land is

lira

A- = C Pa (26)

It drops abruptly to the ambient condition only in the immediate vicinity of

the exit edge P-x = 0(1/A}. The asymptotic load i8

2
i = r-cenc (C2-1) 1 (27)

A-• W (C-1) (1-0C 2A

This can be of a very respectable magnitude at large values or A.

3.3 Side Leakages of Finite Sliders

The results indicated in the previous section pertain to infinitely long

sliders, for which the sliding wedge action causes the film pressure to build

up to provide for the load capacity. All bearing elements of the slider typ)e

28
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in real use have side edges which are exposed to the ambient environment.

Consequently, any pressure build up in the film is accompanied by side leak-

ages which tend to detract from the load capacity.

The side leakage problem of a high speed flat slider was treated by Elrod and

McCabe (52]. For a gap distribution such as that illustrated in Figure 4, the high

speed solution as given by Equation (13) is to be reconciled with the exit

boundary condition through the exit boundary layer, which is of 0{1/A}; and

with the side boundary conditions, through the side boundary layers, which

penetrate from either side edge to a depth of o{I/Vbr}. The exit boundary layer

solution is already contained in Harrison's solution, which becomes, in the

li.nit of a very large A,

Ah Ah [ •2 1 (•-2) Ah•

lim 0(=l) (1 + -) - exp - (b) (n)(1-,)
A-* e e 2 e

for 1- = O{l/A} (28)

and

lim q(v<l) 1 + h + 023 (29)
A-.- e A

From these expressions, the load and moment of the flat slider can be calcu-

lated up t:o O{l/A} for the central region (not affected by side leakage

boundary layers):

i, Ah 2

W h +Ah h +Ah h-: ( ___ 0 (e \)

p ab A h e -i 2A (30)

Ah 2
T h +Ah h +Ah

e h 1 e
, 2  = A _ n (--h-)- -1 2 2A (31)
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Side leakage corrections, which are of OI/VA-}, are yet to be added in order

to calculate the high speed behavior of finite width sliders. This problemh,

as solved by Elrod and McCabe deals with the equation

( W~'Y 3) 3 (32)

where,

( b- A1 ( 3 3 )
2,e• Zl= (- (l+Ah/he)

+h h +Ah P~h+A) +A/h
H = - ± M = -. ; T =p h ( 3 4 )

li e Ab be Aha(he -- h A

z is the axial coordinate measured from the mildplane of the slider. Equa t ion

(32) is reduced from the complete partial differential equation by postulat.lng

the predominance of the Couette component of the film flow in the direction ol

sliding. Equation (33) defines a "stretched" coordinate in the edge regilon

such that comparable scaling in the axial and sliding direcLions is realized

foc the end leakage analysis. The applicable boundary conditions are

'(ý=0,ti) l; ( ,=0) H (t ); ( ,n--) - 1 (3 5)

Fqr the flat slider, as illustrated in Figure 4, H and r are linearly

related to each other. Therefore Equations (32) and (35) can be replaced by

1 3H D -- (36)

where,

A b
Ah TI(37)

and

30I
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yW, ¶ 1 , .".'.. , " " -".a" .. ,: -: n.. ____,__ .

T Hi ~ l • )= 1 ; 1 ( I t = O =0 1 1 ; 'T ( 1 t , • , < , ( 3 8 )

NuI'er ical solut ions are presented by El rod and McCabe In terms of three uni-

iVusal funct ions, which are-

Leakage Penetration: (S-) iAbA

Load Deficiency:
Pa

Moment Deficiency: T13VAi

pap2

A i is the compressibility number based on the ii ,et f ilm thickness; i.e. ,

Al = 6pV./[Pa (h 0 +12] . These universal functions depend only on the gap

ratio of the flat slider as shown graphically ill Fi"gure 9. The leakage pene- t

rtation should be checked to verif',. the app'licabilltty of thli. type of analysis,

which presumes mutual independence of thtuc leakage e[f octS Irlou the two sides.

'flhe recouiunended rule is

6 < b/6 (39)

Aotherwise, the full compressible Reynolds equation should be used in place cf

Equation (32) to calculate the film pressure. Upon sat.isf'yiug the above In-

equality, load and moment of the flat slider of fini e width are calculated as

W WC. 2 __1) (40)P ah p 2 (•-)" Pa )

T T c T

ab- -2 4)) -) (41)
paZ 2b p~agb pa,'

W c/(p ab) and T C/(paa b) are to be calculated f rouill VquatLIos (30) and (31).
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An illustration in the application of the side leakage ane:lysis is illustrated

in Figure 10. The result from Equation (40) is represented by the curve.

Numerical finite difference results obtained by a state-of-art algorithm [53]

are shown as individual points. The scale of the abscissa is chosen so that

the asymptotic behavior for A-' would be represented by a straight line

passing through the point of unity. This is clearly satisfied by the side

leakage analysis. The slight curvature in the curve reflects the contribution

from the exit leakage, which is clearly of secondary importance at high spceds.

Points obtained by numerical computation do not conform to the asymptotic

trend because the exponentially abrupt behavior of the pressure field at the

exit edge is not accurately allowed for in the Simpson's quadrature formula

which is used to integrate the pressure field over the bearing plan form.

.: For a slider with other gap profiles, the side leakage analysis can also be

carried out [52]. The required computation effort is necessarily more compli-
cated. As a first approximation, the leakage penetration function of the

flat slider can be retained as a basis to construct load and moment deficiency

effects.

3.4 Practical imp lications of a High Compressibil.i.Numb_ r

The eccentricity perturbation analysis of the plain Journal, bearing as well

as Harrison's solution of the flat slider reveal that the unit load at a high

compressib il.ity number is limited by the anibieiit pressur'e. The optimized I
slider analysis, on the other hand, shows that the maximum realizable load

at high compressibility numbers is quite sensitive to the gap profile. (liven

tOhc same gap excess (Ah/h ), the load capiac ity of an opt illized slider at a

moderately large compressibility number can be appreciably higher than the

asymptotic load of a flat slider. Since the compress.[bIi.11t.y number is pro-
i' I~~orttonal to (41/h2 gap profile optimnizato ko Lc w th lag s' osl.le

load at a moderatel.y large compressilbil ity number can simultaneoImSly enhance

low speed lift-off and avoid high speed touchdown.

For slider bearings, side leakage effects should be minimal at high compressi-
) 111 bit y numb er. Therefore, there is hope that the load leve'l indicated by the

optimized slider can be approached in a clever de.sign.
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SECTION IV

WHIRL INSTABILITY

A complete evaluation of the stability problem requires consideration of the

inertia and flexure properties of the rotor together with the dynamic character-

istics of the bearing(s). However, an examination of the dynamic character-

istics of the journal bearing itself would reveal whether or not necessary

conditions for whirl instability may be inherent in the particular journal

bearing design. The possibility of whirl instability is not limited to gas

lubricated journal bearings only. The same basic phenomenon has been known

to be associated with oil lubricated journal bearings for some time [541.

However, because gas lubricated journal bearings tend to operate at a higher

peripheral speed than that of oil lubricated journal bearings, and because,

in the absence of effective boundary lubrication, the sliding friction of gas

bearing materials is typically very high, the consequence of inadvertent

high speed touchdown is necessarily much more traumatic for gas lubricated

journal bearings. Consequently, much of the latest advances regarding

dynamical behavior of journal, bearings, including the analysis of whirl.

stability, were directly linked to gas bearing applications. It should be

recogriiz,-id that much of the discussion to be presented below is not necessarily

relevant to the compressibility of che gaseous lubricant. Special features

pertaining exclusively to gas lubricated bcarings, will therefor( oe so

indicated.

4.1 Lim.itations of Smal.l Perturbation Analysis

Stability analysis deals with the question of whether or not a small pertur-

bation of an equilibrium state would cause a self-amplifying motion. The

assumption of smallness of the perturbation reduces the analysis to that of

a linear system. As such there are limitations in the conclusions which

can be reached.

o The general motion of a linear system can be determincd as the

superposition of various linearly independent components. Each

35
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A simple harmonic motion of an arbitrary circular frequency v may be assumed

for the performance of a perturbation analysis. Use of the complex Argand

notation allows considerable symbolic simplification. Thus S6x'icos(±t+4x)
x

R 16xbeJ(\)t+•x)}• is abbreviated a.,, 6x which is complex and Arg {6x1is under-
e

stood to be 4x. Furthermore, the time-derivative operation is directly

replaced by the multiplication of j\v.

The kinematic behavior of the planar motion can be readily understood through

the representation by circular whirl components, One can write

6x,= 6u + 6v; 6y'= -j6u + j6v (42)

And conversely,

6u = 1 (ax'+J6y ; Sv = (I - j6y) (43)

Equation (43) may thus be regarded as the constructional proof of the possl-

bility of the representation of the simple harmonic orbiLt (Sx', tky) by circular

whirl components. The simple harmonic orbit can thus be demonstrated to be

an ellipse. The major radius is reached when the two circuloar whirl com-

ponents coincide at tl; that is

VtI + Argf6v} - 2'r - [vt1 + Argf6u)]

or,

Lt = [A- 1 (Sul + Arg{6v)] (44)

The inclination of the major axis is consequently

1

ir + - [Arg{6u} - Arg{6vI] (45)

One quadrant later, the two whirl components respectively are at Ti/2 and
are thus oppositely directed. The orbit point, now represented by the

38001
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difference of the whirl radii, is one quadrant counterclockwise of 1 if
S6uj 16vl or clockwise of if ItSul < 16vl. One can therefore regard the

principal radii to be

6rI, - 1ul + I6vj; r 2  = 1u - 1vI (46)

A negative 6r indicates a backward whirling elliptical orbit. The temporal
2

reference is given by the position of the journal center at t = 0:

6x° = Re {u+v}; 6yo = Im {u-v} (41)

Various parameters of the elliptical orbit are illustrated in Figure 12.

4.3 Dynamic Perturbation Impedance of a Journal. Bearing

The reaction of a journal bearing corresponding to the harmonic perturbation

motion is represented by the impedance equation

{WF} = -[Z]{w} (48)

{6F} is a column vector, the nlements of which are the Cartesian components

of the dynamic bearing reaction. The elements of {6w} are the Cartesial

components of the dynamic perturbation motion. The elements of the 2x2 matrix

[Z] ate complex; i.e.,

Z = k + jvb etc. (49)

They are found by integrating the perturbed film pressure over the respective

projected areas.

For a harmonically perturbed gas bearing, the perturbed film pressure is

governed by the field equation [45]
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3 -

9V u V (p 6p) - ho6p' j jh 6p

11 0h 2 -,0 h

h V
(--22-• ( - 6 - Po6h + jUPo6h (50)

where h is the film thickness at the static equilibrium condition and p is
00

the corresponding static equilibrium film pressure. The perturbed film

thickness is

6h = -ýxcosO - 6y's nO (51)

for the journal bearing. 6p is thus seen to be linearl~y dependent on (6x', •y).

The two groups on the right hand side of Equation (50) are associated with

the zeal and imaginary parts of various elements of [Z]. The terms associated

with the explicit factor jv on the right hands of Equations (49) and (50)

are recognized as squ.!eze-film effects and are regarded as "damping" terms

as suggested by their proportionality to J'.

The appearance of the fictor jv on the lefthand side of Equation (50) is due

to the dynamic mass storage effect. Its presence It., a peculiar feature in

tle dynamic perturbation analysis of gas lubricated bearings and is respon-

sible for the dependence of (k X, b xx; etc.) on I. in the extreme case of

vLry high frequency motions, Equation (50) shows the asymptotic behavior

1 im (Sp = - (- 2 )Sh (52)
!•-x•o O0 '

which suggests that the high frequency gas film behaVes like a distributed

spring. For this reason, the gas bearing is general.ly regarded to have

limited damping capacity for high frequency motions.

4.4 Characteristic Stiffness and Damping of a Journal Bearinji

Although the real and imaginary parts of the iiimpedance matrix are commonly

recognized as stiffness and damping matrices, their physical rolei- in the

dynamics of the rotor are better revealed by the characteristic stiffness
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and damping coefficients which are defined by the homogeneous equation

[ZI {6w} (k +jvb ){6w } (53)

The subscript "a" associates (k , b ) with the corresponding characteristic
Sa

orbit {6w }. For Equation (53) to be valid for any non-trivial {6w 1, its
a a

homogeneous character requires that the characteristic determinant vanishes:

S[ZI - (k +jvb a)[I][ 1 0

yielding two solutions

1 Z 2
kA +Jvb I (Zx+ _ +y Y (54)

So that a may take on (1 or 2). Note that the imaginary side of Equation

(54) may not vanish with v. Thus it is the temporal phase shift factor j

instead of the proportionality to v that governs the damping aspect of the

perturbation reaction of the journal bearing.

With (k +jvb ) given by Equation (54), the characteristic orbit is determined
a a

by either line of Equation (52); i.e.,

i!1 ) 1V _Zy2 x~

[_ W(Zxx-Zyy_ ) - (ZxxZ ) ++ Z 1 6 x + Zxy6y, 0 (55a)

ZyA + yy ,(Zx yy)+ Z Z 6y (95b
Z [x ( -Zxx ±_+-V'( -Z / 1~ -×•¢

yx a 'yy- xx 2V xx_ yy XY () a ~ h

These two equations are mutually redundant except for the degenerate condition

Z Z -= 0; then both are needed to describe the two distinct characteristicxy yx

orbits. Since these modal 2quations are homogeneous, the size and temporal

reference of the characteristic orbits are indeterminate. The character-

istlc orbits are thus known only in terms of Its geometric shape parameters

(6y2/ , A1)l
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A negative value of b indicates the existence of potential instability. A

sufficient condition for instability for a single mass-bearing system is that

the negativity of b is realized at o = VT/ m where m is the rotor mass.

For a multi-bearing system, the sufficient condition for instability requires

attention to the dynamic impedance of the entire rotor-bearing system [82].

To illustrate the concepts associated with the problem of whirl instability,

consider the perturbation of a plain, gas-lubricated, journal bearing from

its concentric position. The static equilibrium condition is satisfied by

h = C; Po P (56)0 a
which corresponds to an unloaded condition. Elements of the perturbation

impedance matrix are

Z =Zxx yy

PLD \7 -jA tan() [i--A(-) LID

(pa [1C 2 -JA

tanhVl+JA (+)L/D] (5a1+A(+ Li (57a)

+ A(+)'l (+) LID

Z !Z
xy yx

LD) tanh -JA L/D

P(-) (__•__~ ~~ (I) l-•_ -A (_ L/D

JA(+) tanh +A(+) LID
[1- 1 (57)

lfi(+) *\/*IJ~-A L/D

where, A = PaC2v)R Accordingly, the impedances for the two
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characteristic modes are

k l+Jvb

aLD ( ) iJA()• 1 tanh1 l-JA( L/D
-JA (58a)

-,r - iJA( L'D)

k2 +j b2

'PaLD J A (+)a +I tanL/Dl
- -(+ 

(58b)

and the corresponding orbit equations are

j 6x I 1 4 . 6y , -0 ( 5 9 a )

4.-4

-J6x2 (59b)
2+ 6 0

These are seen to be respectively forward and backward circular whirls. It

turns out

b1 < 0 for 0 < v < w/2 (60)

Furthermore,

llm k.I (- -- i -L(-0

-• l2 J

This means, for any rotor with a finite mass, the homogeneous state would

be satisfied at some frequency 0<v/w<0.5, at which the forward circular

motion is dynamically unstable according to Equation (bO). This is the

notorious "half frequency whirl" of an unloaded, plaIn journal bearing.

External pressurization can be used to stabilize a high speed Journal bearing

157,581. A pressurized supply of gas or air forces a continuous flow through
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the journal bearing gap. The flow enters the bearing gap through a series

of feed holes which are spaced uniformly around the circumference of one

or two feed planes. The feed holes are of small diameter so that the minimum

flow area is at the feedhole periphery. The "hydrostatic" bearing stiffness

(without journal rotation) is maximized through proper sizing of the feed

holes. The presence of the pressurized flow through the restricted feed

holes increases the characteristic stiffness values k and k 2 roughly by

an amount equal to the "hydrostatic" stiffness. Although the general behavior

of the characteristic damping due to self acting effects are not significantly

altered, in particular, b becomes negative in the range O<V/w<0.5, btable

operation of the externally pressurized journal bearing can be maintained

up to a relatively high stability threshold. The threshold speed of instab-

ility aepresents the lowest speed at which the homogeneous state occurs with

v/O0.5. Consequently it can be estimated as twice the natural frequency of

the non-rotating system. This is known as the "rule of two". External.

pressurization is not suitable for aero-propulsion machinery because it un-

favorably impacts the power to weight ratio of the system.

4.5 Stability Criteria from the Isotropic Impedance Matrix

The "half frequency whirl" can be suppressed by the application of a static

load [12,55,56]. Since static loading introduces directional bias in the

impedance matrix, it is a common heuristic rule to examine the isotropic

part of the impedance matrix for clues related to the cause for whirl in-

stability.

The isotropic components of the impedance matrix is defined as

Z]I (62)

where,

Z (Z +Z k +jvbH/ xxyy

Z (Z Z k +Jvb (63)
j 2 xy yx j
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Then Equation (54) becomes

k +Jvb = (k, ±vb) + J (vb1  k) (64)

b is usually positive. Therefor.e, the necessary condition for instability

is usually recognized as k > •b By the same reasoning, reduction or eliml-

nation of the cross-coupling term (Z,) of the journal bearing impedance is

often the strategy of the bearing designer to secure safeguard against whirl

instabilty.

4.6 Whirl Free Journal Bearing Configurations

Since whirl instability became recognized as a major issue in the high speed

operation of gas lubricated journal bearings, the search for whirl-free

journal bearing designs has received much attention [59]. Some of the more

popular approaches with potential application to aero propulsion machinery

are described below.

Tilting-Pad Journal Bearings

Use of the tilting-pad arrangement to design gas lubricated journal
bearings to achieve high speed rotor stability is a logical technological

extension of the favorable experience in the use of such bearings with

oil lubrication for the support of industrial rotating machines. The

tilting-pad journal bearing also offers the advantage of an inherent self-

aligning capability. Each load carrying bearing pad is located at a pivot

point which is attached to the bearing housing either rigidly or through a

spring mounted arrangement. Since an ideal pivot cannot support a moment,

the bearing force vector necessarily passes through the pivot point and the

journal center, provided the pivot point is truly f,-ictionless and that thie

inertia of the bearing pad is negligible. A bearing assembly of several, tilt lng-

pads can be designed so that its perturbed reaction always directly opposes

the displacement vector of the journal. Consequently, the cause for whirl

instability as indicated by Equation (63) would be totally removed. A con-

ceptual design of a three pad, tilting-pad journal bearing for an advanced

gas turbine [60] is illustrated in Figure 13.
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The angular mobility about the pivot point allows each bearing pad to have

the ability to pitch, roll, and yaw. For the proper function of the gas

bearing, these three degrees of freedom of each bearing pad relative to the

journal surface must also be stabilized. The primary design parameters for

the control of pad stability is the preload factor which is determined by

the ra-ial pivot location. The general. rule for the proper pivot location

is that each pad should maintain a convergent-divergent gap configuration

at all operating conditions. Pad inertias, consequently, the number of pad'I

in each bearing assembly, and the L/D ratio also contribute to the dynamics

of pad-Journal motions. Usually a light pad is desirable.

Complete dynamical analysis of the tilting-pad journal bearing is an invo.vd

undertaking [61,62). Fortunately, experience has indicated that a design

approach based on static considerations is usually quite adequate [63,64,

65,66]. Representative design charts for a 1200 pad are shown in Figure 1.4.

Lubricant compressibility influences the tilting pad Journal bearing ,liainl.y

in the optimum circumferential locat:ion of the pivot point and the existence

of the compressibility load limit. The pivot location on the gas lubricated

tilting pad should be somewhat more rearward than that on a liquid lubri-
cated tilting pad in order to realize the maximum load capacity. The optc.-.

mized pivot location would be a function of the operating compressibility

number and, to a lesser extent, the desired minimum film thickness. PU'or a
bearing operating in o pressurized environment with a moderately low journal
speed, the compressibility number could be quite small, the optimum pivot:

should be located at about 55% of the pad arc from the leading edge, With

a normal or reduced ambient condition and a relatively high speed, a mod-

erately large compressibility may prevail., then the desifed pivot locat.ion

may be at 65% of the pad arc. The presence of a compressibility oaid 1 niIft

is evident for A>3. Thus thure may be some advantage to control the presAur:1..

level. in the bearing cavity.

A variation of the tilting pad journal bearing Is thl, elastomer mounted

partial. arc journal bearing [67,68] as illustrated In Figure 15. Replace-

ment of the pivot by the compliant mount (45 durometer silicone rubber w;as
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actually used) gains some simplification in its construct ion. The elastomer

mount also provides some damping to suppress the fluLteting tendency of the

unloaded pad. The elastomer material presents some limitation on the usable

temperature level. Separation of the load carrying pad from tie compliant

mount by the heat exchanger is an obvious attempt to isolate the elastomer

from the heat source. There is also the problem of excessive differential

expansion since the coefficient of thermal expansion of a typical elastomer

is about 10 times that of steel. Use of a spring mounted top pad can alleviate

this difficulty only if the load direction is fixed relativo to the bearing

housing.

Stablizing Surface Features

An alternate way to enhance high speed stability of a self-actlng Journal

bearing without resorting to movable bearing parts is to control the hydro-

dynamic action with surface features. A number of possibilities exists, as

illustrated in Figure 16. They are briefly enumerated with heuristic supportive

arguments for its consideration in each case.

* Partial arc or axial groove Journals. Since.: whirl Instability -2,

may be associated with the possibility to atnnfhil.aL. the wedge

action for pressure generation by a sultable steady whirl speed,

interruption of the continuous gap geometry wotld pr{vent the

continuous buildup of the disruptive influence of the whirl

motion. The fixed axial grooves in tile bearing bore assures

the presence of space fixed squeeze-film dampers.
Lobed bearing bore. Lobing of the beaitlg b,. L' goes another

step beyond the partial arc concept in that the loaid carrying

surface is allowed to depart from that of a Lco.rtlAiuus circular

cylinder. One type of lobing is u8ed to avoid whirl instability

of the spin bearing of a gyroscope [15,69). The cross-sectLion of

a typi -al lobed bore as indicated by a routnlnheo. trace is shown

in Figure 16(b). A different type of lobing illustrated by

Figure 16(c) was studied theoretically and lound to be capable

of stable operation without radial load [61,1. 'The calculated
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stability map is reproduced as Figure 17.

, Rayleigh step journal bearing. The configuration, shown as

Figure 16,(d), is an adaptation of the celebrated optimum

(incompressible) slider [51]. Its static load capacity is

quite impressive [70]. An early attempt to analyze the

dynamic characteristics of such a bearing gave some qualitative

argument of its advantages [161.

* Spiral Grooving. This type of surface feature is also known

as helical grooves, herringbone, or chevron pattern. First

appearing in the form of a self-acting thrust bearing [71], it

is now widely used as spin bearings to carry both radial and

thrust loads in a variety of configurations, including conical,

spherical, opposed hemispheres, in addition to the cylindrical

journal bearing [27,72]. The spiral grooved surface essentially

functions as a viscous pump (compressor). It can be thus

regatded as a self-presdurizing bearing and stabilization is

realized in a similar manner as the externally pressurized

Journal bearing. Since the self--prvssurlzing process increases

with rotational speed, this type of 'ou'nil. bedL'ing gains
stability with little sacrifice of load capacity. Laboratory

experiments on bearing sizes suitable for machinery application

showed possibility of stable operation upwards of 60,000 rpm

[73,74]. The theoretical basis for the determination of its

static and dynamic characteristics has been well established

f23,75,76]. Availability of a mult itude of cointiolIable con-

figuration parameters allows this type of benring to be opti-

mized either for load capacity or staLflity margin [77,78].

Application of this bearing type for comput er magnetic storage

drums is under consideration [34]. FeasibillLy of extending

its use to aero propulsion systems depends mainly on whether

misalignment and distortion problems can be circumvented.
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Foil Type Journal Bearings

Structural features of the foil type journal bearings tend to enforce

codirectionality between journal displacement and bearing reaction and thus

avoid whirl instability. A variety of foil type journal bearings have been

considered. Figure 18 shows the most commonly known ones. In each case,

the load carrying air film more or less surrounds the high speed journal

surface. Flexibility of the foil structure allows "natural" conformity to

the journal geometry. Relative tolerance to misalignment and other effects

of housing distortion is regarded as an additional inherent advantage. Foil

journal bearings first received attention as a potential means to support

high speed dynamic power conversion equipment in space programs [18,36,37,

38,79]. More recently, its favorable field experience in aircraft environ-

ment conditioning equipment [39] spurred interest in the use of the foil type

bearing in various small gas turbine power plants [19,40,41,42,801. Foil type

journal and thrust bearings are now regarded as leading candidates in the

large scale use of gas bearings for aero propulsion machines. A separate
section of the report will review the technology status of gas lubricated "

foil bearings more thoroughly.
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SECTION V

GAS LUBRICATED THRUST BEARINGS

For an aero propulsion engine application, the thrust bearing deserves special

attention. The thrust load of the engine depends a great deal on the gas

path design and also on power output and flight attitude [60]. The thrust

load of a convtentional axial flow type turbine is, for all practical purposes,

beyond the load capacity which can be expected of a gas lubricated thrust

bearing. By employing the radial flow turbine, shrouding the impellers, and

appropriate location of seals, the thrust load can theoretically be fully

balanced to nill at a design condition; so that the thrust bearing is rejuired

to support mainly effects of vehicle maneuver and off-design operation. The

potential penalties in cost, weight, and efficiency of such design approaches

appear to be rather modest. Therefore, consideration of the use of an air

lubricated thrust bearing must be treated in sufficient depth in the selection

of a design configuration.

5.1 External Pressurization

Air bleed from the compressor can be used to feed an externally pressurized

thrust bearing. A typical externa .ly pressurized thrust bearing would have

a continuous annular plan form. Pressurization is realized by supplying tV

high pressure bleed to an array of feed holes which are equally spaced at a

circumference somewhere between the inner and outer radii, as illustrated in

F~tgure 19. The upstream sides of the feed holes are connected to a manifold.

The feed hole should be sharp-edged and perpendicular to the bearing

surface. In contrast to the incompressible hydrostatic bearing, upstream A

restriction and feed pocket should be avoided to prevent a type of instability

known as pneumatic hammer, which is associated with transient mass storage

anywhere between the supply manifold and the bearing film [82]. The radius

of the feed hole circle should be the geometrical mean of inner and outer

radii in order to minimize flow requirements.
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The feed holes serve as restrictors such that the film pressure would resist

a gap change to render an axial bearing stiffness. The pressure loss through

each feed hole is a function of the "throat" Reynolds number [83,84] as illus-

trated in Figure 20. If a maximum stiffness is desired, the number and diameter

of feed holes should be selected to match the desired operating film thick-

ness so that perturbation of the film inlet pressure with respect to gap

change is maximal [45] as illustrated in Figure 21. The feed holes should be

sufficiently closely spaced to "fill in" the film pressure between adjacent

holes. A general rule to follow is to make the hole spacing not larger than

the distance between the feed circle and the nearest ambient edge. If the

supply/ambient pressure is more than 2.0, the maximum stiffness design point

is usually associated with a sonic feed condition. Operation at a larger gap

will result in a supersonic expansion process immediately downstream of the4

feed hole [85] . A sonic condition can also develop at a discharge edge.j

This is likely to happen if the supply/ambient pressure ratio is very large,

say in excess of 10 to 1, and the film pressure would develop a convex distri-

bution with a vertical slope at the ambient edge. Consequently, with respect

to a Rap variation, the film force perturbation may have a non restoring

effect. Discharge choking is more likely to take place at the inner radius

than at the outer radius for an annular thrust bearinig.

Because there are thrust bearing designs of the sulf-acting type which appear

to possess the desired level of load capacity for aero propulsion equipment..

the penalty in efficiency due to compressor bleed off in the use of external

pressurization appears to be unwarranted. However, the possibility of aug-

inenting thrust lcad by pressur! :ation in a hybrid arrangement should not be

overlooked [?I].

5.2 Surface Features for Self Acting Thrust Bearings

The basic topography of a thrust bearing surface, i.e., a flat disc which is

perpendicular to the axis of rotation, is not conducive to the generation of

a load carrying capacity by the "hydrodynamic wedge". Although there are

liquid lubricated devices, notably the face seal, which appear to contradict

Lhe above statement, the actual load capacity Is of a very small magnitude,
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and the mechanism is believed to be secondary effects, such as a wobbling

runner and thermally induced waviness, which in turn create the necessary

hydrodynamic wedges. For the application of gas lubrication to aero propul-

siOu equipment, the required load capacity is relatively high; therefore it

Is necessary to alter the topography of the perpendicular flat disc by

engineering.

The Michell-Kingsbury type tilting-sector thrust bearing is again a logical

adaptation of the experience in liquid lubricated thrust bearings. Pad

crowning and offset of pivot location are necessary features to realize a

large load capacity. Each pivoted sector seeks its own alignment with the

runner; however, load equilization must still depend on precision control of

the overall bearing geometry or additional kinematic contrivances. Radial

crowning, as may be induced by thermal c~ffects, can aggrevate side leakage

and thus reduce the load capacity and roll-yaw stability. The tilting-

sector thrust bearing shares the same drawback with the tilting-pad journal

bearing in its mechanical complexity. A
There are various ways to bring about the hydrodynamic wedge on a fixed flat

disc as illustrated in Figure 22. The first three are obvious adaptations

of the slider concept. A major contribution to the design art of these bear-

ing types was the result of a collaborative effort [86], in which analytical

prediction methods were checked by a series of experimental studies in the

formulation of a recommended design practice.

The spiral-groove thrust bearing is often known as the Whipple bearing in

recognition of the pioneering contribution of the first major effort to

evaluate this concept [71]. In Whipple's original treatment. both the single-

sided and herringbone grooving patterns are considered. However, variation

of sliding speed and the area constriction with radius were neglected. Sub-

sequent studies [23,87,88] revealed that the inward pumping design is in-

variably the best grooving pattern. Its relative superiority over alternative

configurations is associated with annular geometries with a relatively small

inner/outer radius ratio (<0.6) and a relatively large compressibility number.

The optimized load capacity as a function of these two parameters is shown
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in Figure 23.

The grooving parameters including

a width fraction

A groove-depth/gap ratio

y radial fraction

6 helix angle measured from circumference

have been optimized for maximum load at each combination of the effective
2_ 2 2compressibility number 6lw(R -R)/(ph) and the radius ratio R /R as

0 i a 0listed below.

2 2
6p (R-R ) R

0 i U A 1y (deg)
2 R

pa h 0

4.0 0.4 0.600 3.00 0.725 17.5
0.5 0.614 3.04 0.724 17.5
0.6 0.625 3.04 0.725 17.7
0.7 0.641 3.04 0.733 18.1
1.0 0.659 3.05 0.735 18.8

50.0 0.4 0.605 2.96 0. 701 17.1
0.5 0.613 2.98 0.695 17.3
0.6 0.627 3.0.5 0.689 17.9
0.7 0.637 3.08 0.692 18.4
1.0 0.659 3.05 0. 115 18.8

100.0 0.4 0.610 2.99 0.073 17.4
0.5 0.617 3.03 0.669 17.7
0.6 0.625 3.02 0.664 17.9
0.7 0.635 3.05 0.06 7 18.3
1.0 0.659 3.05 0.735 18.8

200.0 0.4 0.608 2.96 0.638 17.2
0.5 0.627 3.02 0.638 17.9
0.6 0.635 3.05 0.632 18.4
0.7 0.640 3.05 0.632 18.5
1.0 0.659 3.05 0.735 18.8

i:'or comparison, shown in the same graph are the expectied Iltad capacity of the

recommnended stepped-sector bearing [861 and the optimized slider in a six-

sector arrangement.

The recommended step pad-sector bearing has a fixvd groove depth which Is
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equal to the design gap. This is very close to the Rayleigh step of 0.866

times the gap. The optimum step width is dependent on the effective compress-

ibility number. The optimum number of sectors is dependent on both the

effective compressibility number and the radius ratio.

The curve for the optimized slider is plotted on the basis of the mean sliding

speed and the mean circumference. The plan form of six sectors is chosen

to agree with that of the optimized stepped-sector for a radius ratio of 0.5

and an effective compressibility number in excess of 50. End i sakage is, of

course, neglected.

The general trends of the optimized slider and the stepped sector are very

similar. Throughout the whole range of the compressibility number, the ratio

between the two curves is about 2.5. Since the gap geometries are very

similar at a low effective compressibility number, the discrepancy can most

likely be attiibuted to end leakages. At high effective compressibility

number, end leakages should be relatively subdued. Therefore, the larger

load capacity of the optimized slider should be approachable, at least

partially, by using the optimized gap profile of a tapered step as Indicated

in Figure 8. Thus, a case may be made for the potential relative advantage

of the optimized slider over the spiral. groove thrust bearing in some moderate

range of the effective compressibility number.

The superior load capacity of the spiral groove thrust bearing is particularly

impressive at large compressibility numbers. The observation has been made,

If thiere are a sufficient number of grooves, the blocked flow spiral groove

thrust bearing is theoretically without compressibil ity effects, hence, there

is a constant proportional relationship between the load capacity and the

compressibility number [871. With radial through flow, the film pressure

distribution actually varies with the compressibility number. In the grooved

region, the viscous pumping capacity, i.e., the radial prCssure gradient for

the blocked-flow condition, is directly proportional to the sliding speed,

which is in turn proportional to the radius. Radial through flow detracts

from the pressure gradient by an amount which is Inversely proportional to

the product (pr). In the absence of curvature, i.e., if the raditus ratio is

7. h h
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near unity, then the reduction of pressure gradient by radial through flow

is inversely proportional to p, so that the pressure profile In the grooved

region would become more concave. At the same time, the pressure profile

in the smooth region would become more convex. The integral of the pressure

profile, while still dependent on the compressibility number, is not bounded

by an asymptotic constant, but gradually assumes a 1/2 power relationship as

the compressibility number becomes incessantly larger [88]. This fact alone

makes the spiral groove bearing very attractive at very high speeds. For

the inward pumping design, the relative effect of radial through flow to

that of viscous pumping is l/(pr 2), r 2relieves the effect due to p alone at

least in part. Consequently, any dependence on the compressibility number is

even more subdued.

Since the narrow groove analysis, as first used by Whipple, implies that the

local variation of fluid density is negligible, the question has been raised

as to whether or not the favorable characteristics as predicted by the narrow

groove analysis may be fortuitous. An approximate analysis of this issue

was performed by assuming the bearing topography to he a skewed sinuisoidal

wave and only effects up to the second order of the wave amplitude need to be

considered [89]. This study revealed that the narrow groove approximation

is adequate so long as a local compressibility number is sufficiently small.

Otherwise the viscous pumping effect would not be realized. The requirement

of a small local compressibility number is readily achie-able for bearing

9 sizes typical of those to be used in aero propulsion machines.

The theoretical load capacity of the inward pumping spiral groove thrust bearing

is sufficiently large so that the use of self-acting thrust bearings in aero

propulsion machines appears very promising.

5.3 Dimensional Control

Alignment of bearing parts, or the lack of it, is an everpresent problem in

the engineering of turbomachines. Reliable operation of the bearing com-

ponents requires that parallelism between mating surfaces be maintained and

that unavoidable differential growths between various parts of the machine
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do not s ignif icantly al ter the operat Ing gaps o)f tie flu id f I [I bearings.

"Transient fluctuat ions in the thermal env i ronment as well as thermal gradients

in aero propulsion equipment can be substantial. Associated dimensional

changes in the housing, In the rotor, and of the bearhing parts may all
cause deviations of the bearing gaps from their ideal conditions. It is

esse~ntial that such dimensional changes d,) not cause and sustain inadvertent

high speed sliding contact of ga:a lubricated bearing surfaces.

For applications inaero propulsion equipment, the operating gap ut , gas

lubricated journal bearing at maximum load is expected to be in tle order
-4

of 2-3 x 10 per unit radius, and that of a gas lubricated thrust bearing

is similar per unit outer radius.

The resi. ative alignment tolerances, assuming 1/5 of the gap at maximum load

is affordable, are about 0.05(D/I,) mil 1firadians for thic jou•rnal bearing and

about 0.05 milliradians for the thrust bearing. If rigid geometry bearings

are to be used, these alignment requirements are totally contirolled by the

relevant dimensional integrities of the bearing housinogs. With ii thermal

Coefficient of expansion typically in the order of 15 x 1W6 /0 C of strut tural

materials and bLaring environment temperaature uj' to) 120°(;, it Is quiteo

obvious that bearings with self-alignment capab Il Ity are desirable in this

a pp ItIat I on.

In the case of the thrust bearing, since the rotor axis is located by the J

centers of the journal bearings, precise control of the perpendicularity of

hie runner relative to the rotor axis is absolutely 'rr'uci:iI. in additimo,

irrespective of the possibility of using toelf-alIgnilng bearing secteol', overl :

all parallelism of the entire stator surface to that of the runner caii be

real ized only by the employment of a self allgniiig muechanism such as a double-

ring gimbal or a flexure mount as illustrated in Figure 24.

Alignment problems discussed above are associated wit'h global structural

distortions. The issues of local thermoelastic distortions are more subtle .4

but equally important. It is well known that the journal bearing bushing

would become out of round if natural circulat ion is allowed to be a non-negligible
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cooling mode of a horizontal rotor. For similar reasons, it is a good practice

to maintain structural isotropy.

The thrust bearing, regardless of the particular design of th- gap profile,

is always vulnerable to radial non-uniformity of the film thickness. The

simplest, but also repeesentativr example, is the thermal crowning which is

alMays present t.o some degree because the heat generated by bearing fr;-'tlion

power iecessarily has to pass through the bearing oarts [22]. If the thrust

plate is not restrained axially in some distributed manner, an axl tempera-

lure gr'dlent which is associated -M.th the conduction heat i ux, would induce

Iadial crowning to an extent which is proportional to the product of t he leat.

flux and the coefficient of thermal expar'sioa, and is Inversely proportiOua-.

to the Lhermal& conductivity of the thrust plate, Fli illustiation, this

model analysis was applied to a statically optimized spiral groove thrust bear-

ing which has an outer diameter of 5.35 in. to carry 92 1bs load at 24,000 rpm at

a gap of 0.00080 in. The degree of thermal crowning va ilus significantly with the ,

bhiring matterlil. With a molybdednum alloy, overall ci .wi•ing would bu 0.00007

in. and the minimum gap at the design cordit.ion would he h •c,•:cd ol ightb.y to

0.00075 in. If a nitriding steel is used isLst ad, I •o wniug wo Id ,qual

th: design gap and the minimum gap would bu. redu.l 1-. 00(030 in. Asidl

hi material clmho.e, engineering rontrol Of hNis; PC Af thermal disto•.tion

My )u uivewd "y redirecting the conduction I eal H l rd i;u aliilly, prulu-,"

a; I y inward 1901

t,..;ot iiieul .l ve ki ication of thru:t hearing gap "on . "i: miLy w..i p•,iliWd

,M an experimental gas bearing gyroscope at the r..•i•ug cndkit ion by iisik n

.hv'chroiiized in terferrcnmetric studies through a Si ,, tLhi st pl ;t. 91 . 11

hi is case, o..ndinr' of the thrust plat, Lv film pru•,sui , aI wcll as mun h ;i .lAA

dis(to.lion From assemblage clamping were found in. bc ,qi•.[ I impi tiut. All

clalcoratLe aaiflytical study makjn, use of ftiQLe-c lvwvit It, riinc-c liAAic ,alt"-

at.lic•.. was attempted. Unfortunately, tne r•edib Ii iLv , t"Ow analysis

wis c•L-" red hy uncertainties related ti, ImIodel nlg t, I l I M ichi:,iui;t c(osltiililti-i

Ibvtweuum assembled hearing parts :;
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5.4 Stability of Thrust Bearings

The possibility of a self-acting gas-lubricated, thrust bearing to experience

'k a self-excited instability was realized in a theoretical study which was

concerned with the operation of the spiral-groove thrust bearing at a large

compressibility number [23]. It was found that the quasi-dynamic damping

coefficient of a spiral groove thrust bearing, which is optimized for maximum

load capacity, can become negative with respect to a translational axial

perturbation if the effective compressibility number exceeds a value between

12.0 and 16.0 depending on the radius ratio. This is a necessary condition

for instability and is reasoned to be analogous to the pneumatic hammer

phenomenon [82]. In the spiral groove bearing, the grooves, while functioning

as viscous compressors, also act as re,ýtricted mass storage sites. It was

found possible to ensure non-negativity of the quasi-dynamic damping coefficienit

by redticing the radial extent of the grooves with a moderate compromise in

the load capacity.

The bearing design with the reduced groove length has been referred to as possess-

ing absolute stability which is an exaggerated claim since only the instability

of the translational mode can be so eliminated. The self-acting thrust bearing can

als.- develop instability in Lhe angular (wobbly) mode. Because the rotor

motion is primarily controlled by the journal, bearings, the angular mode of

instability' was experienced only with thrust plates which are either gimbal-

mounted or compliantly mounted through flexures [24,21], involving both stepped-

sector and spiral groove designs. The basic mechanism here, from the fluid

film point of view, is related to the jta-nal bearing whirl phenomenon;

however, the mechanical arrangement dictates that the thrust plate instead

of the rotor to provide the unstable motion. A thorough analytical study

of the phenomenon was performed for the spiral groove design with *the

objective of identifying controlling parameters [25]. The most effective

and yet easy means to stabilize th..! thrust plate is to apply a damping

restraint; the Coulomb type damper has been found to be adequate. The

required level of damping can be readily determined analytically. In de-

creasing order of effectiveness, 3lternative means to stabilize the thrust

plate are fluid film design adjustment and introduction of inertia asymmetry.
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Since self aligning4 type thrust beaiUng Insta I hit ion appears to be uecessary,

this issue should not be ignored.

KJ
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SECTION VI

STATUS OF AIR BEARING MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
APPLICABLE TO AERO PROPULSION SYSTEMS

The main advantage in the use of gas lubrication to support the gas turbine

rotor in an aero propulsion system is the prospect of allowing the bearing

components to be exposed to a high temperature level. Presently, an operat-

ing temperature of bearing parts at 650'C is regarded to be a reasonable

goal. No other lubrication concept offers this potential capability. Along

with the high temperature capability, the gas bearing allows the shaft ro-

tational speed to increase substantially. For a small engine, a rotor

speed of 60,000 rpm with a turbine inlct temperature of 1400°C is believed

to be feasible by using gas bearings to support the gas generator rotor.

In the gas bearing applications, technological burden of high temperature is

shifted from th, lubricant to bearing materials. Given the temperature and

chemical environments, the generic functional requirements can be divided

Into two main areas. Firstly, overall dimensional accuracy and structural

titrength must be maintained. Secondly, topographical integrity of the bearing

surface must be preserved despite contact sliding prior to lift-off and,

hopefully, will also survive upon occasional contact incidents at full speed.

The prevailing approach in the development of gas bearing materials is to

separate these two generic functions by surface coating. The substrate pro-

vides the structural function. Endurance of contact sliding is realized by

the use of a hard coating and/or a solid lubricant. Because the degree of 1

trauma from the sliding friction is intimately related to the design features

of the bearing, the material development effort cannot be treated as an

isolated materials science problem. The chemical aspect of the environment

is an important factor in the sliding behavior of bearing materials. Thin A
oxide films of low shear strength can reduce sliding friction and thereby '1

Improve endurance. The same material may behave quite differently in an

inert environment [01.
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For rigid bearings, materials suitable for use in the environment of aero

propulsion machines have been succes.;fully tested [21,93]. Chrome oxide

appears to be the leading coating material. For temperatures above 425°C,

modification with NiCr is necessary to gain improved endurance ot thermal

cycling. There is considerable experience in applying this type of coating

by plasma spraying and by the detonation gun process. The thickness of the

coating is typically 100-200 Pm. More recently, experience on thinner

coatings of about 20 pm applied by sputtering has been reported [941.

Success for this type of coating as a gas bearing material is generally

attributed to its extreme hardness. Inadvertent entry into the beariog gap

of particulate matter, which is too large to pass through the minimum gap,

would result in the pulverization of the intruder without altering the ýopog-

rapliy of the bearing surfaces. It is clear Lhat substrate hardness w,,Ild

become a relevant parameter if tolerance of particulate Ingestion should be

required of the bearing. Wear debris formed of the coating material tends

to be a fine powder with no tendency for conglomeration in a normally dry

env ironment.

[oil type gas bearings introduce new material problems partly because the

surface would experience cyclic strains of large magnitude and partly because

the I ift-off speed of a fcil bearing i,,; relatively high. Overall consideration

(o StrUCLtural properties led to the selection of Inconel1 X-750 ijs the foil

material . Since this material tends to gal!, desired sliding behavior must

rely entirely on the coating. MoS2 and teflon type coating for the foil

are s;aisfactory at low temperatures, up to about 350°C 194,95], in siidiiig

against hard coated surfaces of the journal bearing or the runner:. The

Issue is yet not resolved at higher temperatures. A proprietary coating of

Cr2( 3 bas, looked very promising when tested in the partial arc journal bearjng

configuration but did not live up to expectation when tested in the full

complement configuration [94] . A large amount of wear debris was found en-

trapped in the bearing gap.
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SECTION VII

PROSPECTS OF COMPLIANT GAS BEARINGS

7.1 Tile Evolution

Study of fluid film lubrication, with the film thickness significantly affected

by the deformation of the bearing surface, has for a long time been known as

elastohydrodynamic lubrication and has for the most part been associated
with concentrated contact devices such as rolling element bearings, gears,
and traction drives [96]. In these cases, although the film pressure remains

a small fraction of the elastic modulus of the material, the cumulative strain

in the substrate results in a distribution of normal displacements which is

much larger than the thickness of the lubricating film. Scaling down pro-

portionally both the elastic modulus and the film pressure, one finds that

the lubrication of elastomeric dynamic seals obeys the same fundamental

mcchaaiism. Occasionally, engineers turn to seek wi sdom from rnature and learned

i.hat the most efficient bearing, which is capable of ca iryLig varied static

and dynamic loads "painlessly" without friction, does tint requtire precision

control of its bearing surface. The synovial. joint is now regarded as a

model of the ultimate in lubrication technology. A highly complianit layer

of cartilage at each end of the mating bones distribUter the transmitted

load unioltL)rmly to a "comfortable" level and at the same Ifi.e traps a fluid

film which f acilitates free swiveling of the joint 971.

In a fol.) bearing, compliance of the bearing surface I., realized because

of structural flexibility, even though the elastic moduIlus of the foil

inatetial is among the highest of metals. Interest In its u•ie for rotor

suppoit was otiginally related to dynamic energy converslon equipment on a

space platform. At that time, the possibility oft a stable high speed

operat ion in a zero-C environment was a primary motivat •un. While other

means for stable, high speed rotation soon became known,
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(see Section IV), compliant bearings have been recogiiized for lelat yve

tolerance to dimensional uncertainties. By that time, t.he stringent dimensional

control required in the use of rigid gas bearing4s for aero propulsion appli-

rations had been well. established [98]. Exploratn t ion thus Continued ill earnest

Lo consider use of air lubricated foil bearings in small high speed, gas

turbine power plants f18,19,40,41,42]. In the meantime, favorable experience

in the large scale use of foil bearings for the support of high speed rotatinlpg

machines in relatively benign environments [39,42] has kindled the expectation

of the successful development of foil bearings tn aero propulsion applications.

1.2 Panoramic View of Foil. Bearing Technology

Most of the technology related to the tension domflnated, a ir-lubricated, foil--

journal bearing was mainly the outcome of space-app1lication, studies. The

state of development was sufficiently advanced to warrant a comprothensive (ocu.-

menta, tion of the design procedure [99i. Some notable events In the development

experience of the tension dominated foil bearings are rerounten 1)e low.

SNon-synchronous whirls of both harmonic and UItLrI harm )n ,c Ordet.; welte

occansional 1Iy observed. They were alIwayVs of hafrmless ampl e 36,

o Largest roLtor motions were r:.corded at low i• ,c.d (iol. Ilug otui Iuti *iiid

were attributed to ftri,.:tion exci0t1ion '] ,. i01c L I )l y t he :111 1 1t ll d.

Of such motL Ions reduced will: ]e 1 !tul- e pros 1) ((Od t 4OM'101

* Severe thermal gradient could be tolt.rit ed with io 11 uiisla IbII vioI',

of the rotor observed 13'71.

0 High speed seizure induced by :irt Iflcial. tr,•.w lo t chi11 ing was

demonstrated. The bearing relieved itself ilna-isisted and per ... tted

rotati, a to resume without repair 137].

* No attemlpt was made to avoid entry o- dirt and dust Into. the bearinigs.

No Ill .fects .3ttribot,")le to lack of cleanf Iness were expet'lenced mlAj,

I)Ove%,,cloient studies rel1ated to space-power appli cat.lons cited above d(i not

a Itemplt to r-stablish the ultimate load capacity oF the t otiion dominated
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foil bearing. Some knowledge on this question was gained on a similar bearing

consisting of three preassembled pads as shown in Figure 25 [100]. Load-

deflection testing of a single pad version of such a configuration at 36000

rpm passed a load level of 36 lbo. The Journal diameter was 1.5 in and

the foil width was 1.0 in. Failure occurred at 46 lbs, representing a unit

load of 30.7 psi. However, spurious contact was suspected at loads above

30 lbs. The mode of failure was in the form of tension rupture along the

edge of the small radius of the support pad.

In an independent study [101], tension dominated foil bearing of the two

construction types, Figure 18(a) and Figure 25 respeccively, were tried as

the support system of a high speed wire spool. The preassembled pad versic',

Figure 25, failed during an attempt to pass a violent critical speed at

approximately 15,000 rpm. The "threaded" version, Figure 18(a), did permit thc

spool to go through the critical speed !-o reach its operating speed of 105,000 rpm.

The -,aulti-leaf type foil bearing is a patented design of AiRescarch, Garrett

Corporation. Its claim to fame is due to its successful application In the

air cycle turbo machines presently usad in commercial, passenger, aircraft

[39]. It is also baing considered for various gas-turbine type applications

Including the diesel supercharger. AiResearch is piesently umider contract

with U.S. Air Force to evaluate the feasibility of irs use in an advanced

AuNIliLary Power Unit (APU). A typical Journal bearing of this type was shown

in igure 180(b). A thrust bearing version of the mult.i-leaf foil bearing is

I1llustritud in Figure 26. Unit load levels in exce8s of 20 psi have been

reported for both Journal and thrust bearings of this variety. Failure of

the jounial bearing appeared to be precede-I by strtctural bottoming of the

loacded leaf, which event is generally followed by the appearance of uIstable

11hh11] motion. Analytical design tuols for the multi-leaf foil bearings have

been rcieased to the public through the sponsorship of U.S. Air Force [102,

103J. independent analvcica.i techniqtes for the muilti-leaf Journal bearing

have been develared. by wirkers of General. Motors Research Laboratories [101:,
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Another category of foil bearing, as shown in Figure 18(c) in the journal

version, is commonly known as the Hydresil, which is the trademarked acronym

of Mechanical Technology Incorporated and is derived from the description

"HYDrodynamic RESILient" bearing. It Is, in essence, the overlay of a smooth

foil over a more-or-less compliant substructure which is typically a corrugation

(often called the bump foil or ridged foil). The same features are also

applicable to a thrust bearing configuration. An alternate version of the

compliant substructure is the pleated foil. The folded edge of the pleat

turned out to be vulnerable to fatigue failure [1021 and therefore, the

pleated substructure is no longer in use. The Hydresil bearings have been

successfully installed and field tested in a prototype blower for household

vacuum cleaners, and arealso used to support the turbine end of the gas

generator of an experimental automotive gas-turbine [ 42]. Technology

information on the Hydresil design has been made available to the public

through the sponsorship of government agencies 1102, 94,1061. Unit load

levels in the order of 20 psi have been reported. Pre-failure data of the

journal bearing usually contained symptoms of unstable whirl, suggesting

"friction-frozen" contacts between the top foil and the compliant substructure

when the latter became fully seated under heavy load. Friction excited vi-

brations were believed to be present during start up [94].

The latest entries of air lubricated compliant journal and thrust bearings

are illustrated in Figures 27 and 28 respectively. Both are patented designs

of the same inventor. Operating characteristics of these novel bearings were

previously released in a contract report [107]. Two companion papers [108,109]

will present this information to the public in the forthcoming ASME-ASLE Joint

International Lubrication Conference August 18-24, 1980, at San Francisco.

The journal bearing shown in Figure 27 is the first conscious attempt to

combine'a highly compliant integral substructure with a multi-layered foil

to provide for Coulomb damping. Quiescent operation of an overhung rotor,

weighing 19.08N, up to 50,000 rpm was demonstrated despite the deliberate

addition of 43 ijm.N in pitching unbalance. Maximum synchronous ri-sponse

wfls noted at about 25,000 rpm. Non-synchronous motions were negligible.

All dynamic data reported were taken during coast-down, no information

was given regarding startup behavior of the rotor. Figure 28 shows two
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alternate ways to design for parallel film operation of the spiral groove

bearing at the design point (presumably the maximum load condition).

Global alignment for perpendicularity to the rotation axis is still

necessary, however,

The three main types of foil journal bearings have been evaluated as a mid-

span damper [100,110,111]. A common disappointment of these studies is the

insensitivity of the rotor to the presence of the mid-span device in passing

through the first critical speed (but not vice versa) unless external pressur-

ization is used [111]. Essentially the same response amplitude is experienced

by the foll bearing upon its insertion in place. This suggests that Coulomb

friction for damping in a foil bearing may not be activated unless it is

directly addressed as a design feature. Since the journal bearings in

support of a gas turbine rotor must not only be free from potential self-

excited instabilities, but must also provide for damping to control whirl

excitation from the impellers, the ability to "dial in" the required damping

in the support system must somehow be done. The high (elastic) compliance

of foll journal bearings makes this issue particularly critical. Without

the necessary damping, violent aerodynamically excited whirl can be triggered

at the imposition of a high journal bearing load (e.g., due to maneuver).

7.3 Challenges in Aero Propulsion Applications

in order that the full potential of air bearings be realized in applications

related to aero propulsion equipment, feasibility must be established with

respect to several requirements. Need of a suitable bearing material for

the high temperature environment has already been indicated in Section VI.

Other major requirements, some of which have already been identified [19],

will be briefly discussed below.

Load Capacity - An advanced, high speed, aircraft gas turbine inherently

has a large gyroscopic inertia. To accommodate typical maneuver environments,

the maximum radial load to be carried by each journal bearing can well exceed

10 W's, and in some cases, approach 20 G's. The aerodynamic thrust load

would be well above the level that can ever be real.ized by an air lubricated

A larýwc shaf t vibration amp I tude near the first critical speed Is likely
to cauqe fi I lure of the in f d-span d(evi ce.
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thrust bearing, unless the gas-path/impeller design can be selected for an

optimum thrust balance. Even so, linear acceleration would amount to 10 G'sIl in either direction. Therefore, the combined aerodynamic-acceleration thrust

load would be 10-12 G's double-~acting. Translated into representative unit

loads, upwards to 40 psi level is desired of both journal and thrust bearings.

Total Compliance - Foil type bearings do not require stringent dimensional

control mainly because of their relatively large compliances. The combination

of a large compliance with a large radial load means a very large excursion

of the rotor axis. Thus, in order to avoid rubbing of shaft seals and im-

pellers, clearances at both places would have to be proportionally large.

Consequently, efficiency of the engine would be penalized. This consideration

shovld include dynamic compliance as may be related to running through one or

more critical speeds. Therefore, provision of a suitable level of dynamic

damping is one aspect of compliance control.

Stability - Although foil type journal bearings are known to be relatively

free of the danger of whirl instabilities, conditions still exist for vic:lent

unstable motions to develop. Some of the known foil bearing designs can

become structurally bottomed if the load is sufficiently high. When this

happens, the bearing in essence has reverted to a rigid condition and thus

can allow whirl instability to develop. Even if structural bottoming does
not happen, the large rotor- excursion may be accompanied by aerodynamic whirl4
excitation from either an impeller or from a shaft seal, unless the foil

journal bearing possesses an adequate level of damping capacity. The latter

type of instability is particularly dange-i.ous for a high power density machine.

Tolerance of Particulate Matter - The intrusion of particulate matter into

the air bearing compartment may not be totally avoided in a field situation.

If oversized hard particles should become caught in the bearing gap at full

speed, the resulting thermal trauma can be considerable.

Lift-Off Speed - Start-stop sliding is the main cause of wear of the air

material, a reduction of the lift-off speed should be directly related to
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lowering of the actual wear rate. Stick-slip vibration has been reported

with foil bearings during start up in at least two instances [38,94]. its

occurrence may be a contributing factor to the present difficulties in

F.", materials development. Lowering of the lift-off speed should decrease the

intensity of stick-slip vibrations and thus ease materials development.

These five problems, together with the high temperature material require-

ment, await solutions by the ingenuity of technologists engaged in the

invention and upgrading of air lubricated, compliant bearings. A
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